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Abstract. The primary objective of this paper is to review the current impact of IoMT 

(Internet of Medical Things) and their implementation in healthcare networks. A detailed 

study was made regarding the emerging technologies which can be applied in the 

healthcare for monitoring patient health conditions and diagnosing various diseases. The 

different research papers related with IoMT were collected and reviewed. This paper 

proposed the possible emerging trends, methodologies and applications of different smart 

techniques which can be involved in improving the efficiency of continuous monitoring, 

diagnosis and treatment. In particular, the treatment of infected person who are in critical 
stage is a big headache as they are to be kept in ventilators and need timely care. As the 

number of infected cases increases, many countries are struggling to give proper care 

which results in death of patient. The proposed techniques play a main role and help the 

medical providers to give a timely support to the infected patients. The proposed 

techniques can be used for improving the patient care with automatic observations. 
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1   Introduction 

Real time continuous monitoring of patient’s health condition has great potential to save 

many individual life. Patient data monitoring is a key issue for biomedical research. This 

paper proposes a key techniques to design a smart biomedical system with IoMT concepts in 

healthcare network for solving human problems during pandemic situations. It also describes 

the state of art design criteria, different methodologies and various applications of IoMT in 

healthcare network. Currently, the spread of corona virus is growing very fast and the number 

of infectedpatients is rapidly increasing everydayin India. However various manufacturers are 

doing research to finda solution tocure at the earliest. Due to increasing  number of infected 

patients, providing timely treatment and monitoring of the patients in healthcare network 

becomes challenging. It is necessary to bring additional emerging technologies which can be 

applicable for treating patient in very effective manner in healthcare network. This paper aims 

to highlight the applicable emerging technologies such as Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) 

with integration of Robotics, Artificial Intelligence,  
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Cloud computing, Big data analytics, Sensor technology and Virtual reality to provide a 

valuable support to the society. The relevant information from the scientific environment has 

been reviewed and proposed useful system using these technologies in healthcare network.The 

dynamic role of IoMT becomes one 

of the modern technologies in healthcare environment to solve many human problems[1]. 

The report says that implementation of IoT in various domains will reach 75 billion by the end 

of 2025 [2].The integration of wireless communication technology, sensor interfacing and 

cloud computing could develop a new working platform to sense the data, process it and takes 

the decision automatically. Nowadays, applications of Internet of things are drastically 

increasing in many scientific domains due to its ability to transmit the data and security. The 

implementation of IoT in healthcare provides an efficient way to monitor patient health 

conditions. The physiological parameters such as heart rate, pulse rate, SpO2, blood pressure, 

blood glucose level, respiration rate which are key vital parameters for analyzing patient 

health status. Therefore, it is very much essential to develop real time biomedical 

measurement system with IoMT technologies to sense the patient signal and enable 

continuous monitoring.  
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Figure 1: Structure of IoMT in healthcare network 

The technical contents in this paper are divided into 5 sections. First section of this paper 

provides the detail information about the need and significance of IoMT in healthcare 

environment. Second section highlights the role of biosensors and their importance to monitor 

the vital parameters. Third section summarizes the architecture of IoMT and its various 

components involved for healthcare applications. Fourth section provides the implementation 

techniques with different wireless modules. Fifth section of this paper recommends the design 

consideration, future direction for developing an innovative healthcare application.  

2 Need And Significance Of Iomt In Healthcare Environment 

Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) brings every information at various interconnected 

devices to the internet. Recently, the need forIoMT around the world in biomedical 

environment becomes very essential because of online monitoring, efficient understanding of 

patient data, provide timely health information to the patient and remote support. The main 

impact of COVID-19 has dynamically spread across the world and affected many humans. At 



 

 

 

 

this time, medical providers in healthcare network have done a great work to treat the infected 

patient, but the spreading of virus among human population is drastically increasing. This has 

created major issues such as insufficient place, lack of manpower and providing individual 

treatment, loss of continuous monitoring. Therefore, it is very necessary to implement IoMT 

in healthcare network to fight with COVID-19 [3]. The role of IoMT is to collect the patient 

data such as heart rate, respiration rate, blood pressure, SpO2 and needed vital parameters 

through the sensors attached with patient. The development of IoMT based biomedical system 

includes four main modules: Signal Acquisition, Pre-processing, Feature Extraction and 

Integration with an Internet service. The data collected from sensors are transmitted to the 

cloud through internet and can be visualize by medical care provider. The advantage of using 

IoMT is to reduce time to provide an efficient treatment, continuously monitoring the status 

ofpatient and analyzing their health in remote. This methodology can save the life of many 

patients and also healthcare providers. 

3 Architecture Of IOMT 

In current situation, the methods integrated with emerging technologies helps the society 

for controlling and monitoring the spread of virus effectively. The implementation of proposed 

methodologies in healthcare network brings an alternative solution to the human society in 

terms of life saving measures, continuous monitoring of patient stress level, treatment and 

tracking the spread of virus [4]. The concepts proposed by various listed technologies are very 

flexible to implement in hospital environment and also support the medical providers to treat 

the patients effectively. This section of this paper focuses on the use of technologies such as 

IoMT, AI, virtual reality, robots, cloud computing, big data and biosensor technologies in 

healthcare sector. The implementation of proposed technologies in healthcare network in view 

of COVID-19 pandemic is shown in Figure2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Graphical diagram depicting the structure of IoMT system 

The architecture of IoMT system mainly consists of four layers. The primary importance 

of sensing layer provides the necessary sensing of patient vital signs. Here, various sensing 

modules play a vital role for acquiring real time signal. The data collection has the ability to 

receive the data from sensor and edge server to distribute the data to data management layer. 

In data management layer, the received informations are properly arranged for better analysis 

and stored as a database. Finally, the analysed data will be communicated from data 

management layer to cloud medical server for online monitoring with the support of cloud and 

internet based technologies. 



 

 

 

 

4 Proposed System Model  

Various smart technologies presented in this paper provides an emerging phenomena for 

enabling the system to montor human vital parameters continuously in healthcare 

environment. The integration of these technologies offers wide range of innovative 

applications in biomedical engineering with grat potential support to patient dailylife 

activities. The proposed system model which offers continuous monitoring with smart 

technologies is shown in Figure 3. 

5 Role Of Biosensors And Their Importance 

Nowadays the concept of wearable sensor has a dynamic role in healthcare network 

because of long-term continuous acquisition and wearability[5-10]. The advances in sensing 

technology with innovative algorithms have provided an efficient design of sensor based 

medical measurement systems [11-12]. Portable wearable devices are essential in today's 

world situation for various applications such as monitoring patient health, identifying and 

isolation [13]. According to the data published, the major symptoms of COVID-19 infected 

patients are fever, cough and respiration problems. Additionally, the patient also experienced 

headache, reducing taste and muscle pain. Therefore, proper diagnosing the presence of this 

novel coronavirus helps the society to control its spreading among human populations. The 

role of wearable bio sensing is to sense the basic symptoms such as fever, muscle pain and 

respiration rate through sensors.  



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Integration of Smart technologies in healthcare network 

The rapid development of various forms of biosensors with advanced learning algorithms 

helps the medical workers to recognize many health issues [14]. The function of this biosensor 

provides accurate measurement of body biological and chemical substances.  Additionally, the 

role and use of ingestible sensors during COVID-19 becomes very effective methods which 

can provide the health status of internal organ of the body. These sensors can be connected to 

internet for remote monitoring. This will help the medical providers to assist patient health 

both internally and externallyand also control the diseases among hospital environments. 

There are many number of biosensors are used in biomedical applications. Figure 4 provides 

the detailed view of different group of biosensors. The most widely used sensor in healthcare 

domains are categorized as the source of measurement mediums such as using bio receptors 

and transducer. Mostly, bioelectric sensor can be used to develop a non-invasive device which 

offers the integration of electronic circuits with biological elements.  The conversion of 

chemical activity into an electrical signal can be done with the help of biochemical sensor. 

The applicable use of biosensor in healthcare network is shown in Figure 5. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Group of Biosensors in healthcare network 
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Figure 5: Role of Biosensors in healthcare network 

 

In many cases, Electrocardiogram (ECG), Photoplethysmogram (PPG) and 

Electroencephalogram (EEG) sensors provides an efficient representation of biomedical 

signals which are very helpful for immediate analysis of patient health conditions. The 

required vital parameters can be easily extracted from the acquired signals which includes 

heart rate, pulse rate, respiration rate, heart rate variability, mental stress, brain disorders and 

also analyzing various cardiac arrhythmias. The acquired signal from these sensors and its 

noise removed signals are shown in Figures 6, 7 & 8. 



 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Representation of ECG signal acquired from ECG sensor attached to human 

body 

 
Figure 7: Representation of PPG signal acquired from PPG sensor attached to human 

body 

 
Figure 8: Representation of EEG signal acquired from EEG electrodes attached to human 

body 

6 Medical Robotics  

In current situations, most of the healthcare providers provide a treatment to COVID-

19patients in very effective manner. The respiratory droplets and personal contacts with 

affected person are main source for transmission of this virus [15-23]. The initial assessment 

of COVID-19 is to check the body temperature and provide a guideline to the patient for 

further testing. It is very difficult to provide an efficient treatment in healthcare services 

because of increasing number of patients. The use of wide range of medical robots with 

adaptive collision detection algorithm, roadmap motion planning, fastron algorithm, robot 

learning, reinforcement goal-oriented approach, and advanced machine vision and registration 

algorithms in healthcare network provides an alternative solution and is being increased to 

serve many roles in hospital environment. The medical robots can be used for collecting all 

necessary information from patient such as temperature, respiration rate and other needed data 

from the patient. This will avoid the need of nurse to collect the data to monitor the patient 

health. The medical providers can use these robots to provide a basic treatment in rural or 

remote locations. This solution has many advantages such as controlling spread of virus from 

infected patient to nurse and reduce workers stress level, provide large number of initial 

testing, long term monitoring without human intervention etc. 



 

 

 

 

7 AI, BIG Data Analytics And Cloud Computing 

In healthcare network, there is a need for developing and utilizing new technologies to 

control and monitor the effect of many diseases. Recently, the world is facing a very critical 

situation by means of spreading the novel coronavirus and looking for some emerging 

technologies to support and control the spread of this virus. The role of AI (Artificial 

Intelligence) play a vital role in medical environment which includes identifying infected 

patients, prediction, monitoring the number of infections with accurate values by traning the 

system models [24].  

 

The ideal role of classification algorithms, regression algorithms, clustering algorithms, 

ensemble learning algorithms in the field of AI becomes very effective technology in 

healthcare network in many ways. The instrument for treating COVID-19 need to be designed 

with the help of these algorithms by the manufacturer to provide better response. For example, 

identifying and confirming diseases by devices requires an efficient methodology to detect the 

correct medium of interest [20]. This can be done very effectively by an artificial intelligence 

technology [25]. The big data analytics provides analytical measures of all real time data for 

taking better decisions around the world by healthcare workers [26-27]. The most leading data 

science algorithms such as K-Means Clustering Algorithm, Ada-Boost, Association Rule 

Mining Algorithm, Linear Regression Algorithms, Logistic Regression Algorithms, C4.5 

based decisions tree, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Apriori Algorithm, Expectation-

Maximization Clustering Algorithms can be used to bring different data analysis through 

statistical approach by accurate classification, matching and predicting. Another efficient 

technology to fight with COVID-19 is cloud computing which can offer flexible services over 

the internet such as security mechanism of patient data, confidentiality of the data, recycling 

of data, data integrity, data transmission and cloud management.  The advantages of this 

technology include accurate early detection, reduced work time for offline processing, 

decision making, tracking of infected patients, drug design and provides well accurate data 

about COVID-19. 

8 Virtual Reality 

Currently, the most significant control method used by all countries is social distancing. 

The rapid monitoring of viral infected patients and isolating them is one of the most safety 

measures to prevent the spread of this virus. Many countries introduced the concept of 

lockdown in their own region based on the effects of this virus. During this time, people are 

failing to complete their tasks in terms of their absence. The concept of virtual reality brings a 

solution to make people available to the environment without travelling [28]. By using this 

technique, people can interact with the model through optimization techniques. These provide 

an efficient mechanism to the hospital workers for proper communication and also enable 

them to deliver their task without any delay. This technology act as a leading role in the 

society by providing proper medical training, COVID-19 awareness, prevention steps. 



 

 

 

 

9 Wireless Communication Technology And Monitoring 

Recently, the importance of using wireless modules in various applications are increasing 

due to the ability of transmitting data remotely. It will provide an effective monitoring system 

in which patient or care taker can visualize their data at any time. There are different wireless 

devices are currently used by many researchers in healthcare domains [29]. The below Table 1 

summarize the possible wireless devices and their uses and application areas. 

 

Table 1: Summary of application areas of wireless communication technology 

 

Technology Application uses 

Wi-Fi 
Patient monitoring system, 

Transmitting patient data 

Bluetooth 
Short range communication, 

Patient monitoring system 

Li-Fi 
Healthcare, education, retail, 

aviation, exhibition industry 

IrDA 
Wireless communication and 

data transmission 

NFC 
Data transmission, Patient 

monitoring system 

Broadcast Radio 
Wireless communication and 

data transmission 

Microwave 

Communication 

Wireless communication and 

data transmission 

 

Table 2: Performance summary different wireless communication devices used in 

healthcare network 

 

Devices Zigbee BLE Wi-Fi GPRS LoRa SigFox 

Standard 

(IEEE) 

802.15.4 802.15.1 802.11a NA 802.15.4g 802.15.4g 

Frequency 

(MHz) 

868/915an

d 2.4GHz 

2.4GHz 2.4GHz 900-1800 869/915 869/915 

Modulation BPSK GMSK BPSK GMSK GPSK GPSK 

RF Channel 1,10,16 40 11 124 10,8 360 

Bandwidth 2MHz 1MHz 22MHz 200KHz <500KHz <100Hz 

Power 

consumption 

Low Ultra Low High Medium Low Low 

Data rate 20,40,250 

kbps 

1Mbps 11-54, 150 

Mbps 

Upto 170kbps 50kbps 100bps 

Latency 20-30ms 6ms 50ms <1ms NA NA 

Range 100m 10m 100m 1-10Km 5Km 10Km 

Network size 65000 - 32 1000 10000 

(per BS) 

1000000 (per 

BS) 

Cost Low Low High Medium Low Low 

Application Healthcare Healthcare Healthcare Healthcare Healthcare Healthcare 
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Figure 9: Application areas and Outcomes of Smart techniques in healthcare network 

 

The integration of above wireless communication technology with wireless device has a 

flexibility to transmit the data remotely [30-33]. This can be easily interfaced with the sensing 

module for transmission of patient data.  

10 Conclusion And Future Directions 

The wearable sensing module play a main role in the proposed system. The devices 

consists of biomedical sensor which are attached to patient for collecting patient’s real time 

data and measure the vital parameters. The design of wearable devices becomes one of most 

important challenging task among the researchers. The various key points such as low power 

consumption, energy harvesting, in built preprocessing unit, rapid monitoring by wireless 

devices and quality signal acquisition are considered as necessary design criteria for 

developing wearable devices. The advantages of wearable devices includes low cost, small 

size, patient comfort, without disturbing patient activities, life time and continuous 

monitoring. The different smart technology listed in this paper are very useful to develop a 

smart medical instrumentation system for e- healthcare applications. The proposed 

methodology can be applicable and considered for identifying the infected patients and 

monitoring their health condition remotely during the pandemic situations. The potential 

application areas and outcomes of these technologies on COVID-19 is shown in Figure 9.This 

paper addresses the detailed view of applicable technologies with IoMT concept for 

developing  smart medical instrumentation system. This study mainly helps the developers and 

manufacturers to design a prototype model which can focus on providing efficient support to 

patient. In view of pandemic situations, it is very essential to focus on alternate engineering 

technology and their integration with medical sensors. The wide range of information 

presented in this paper focused on possible implementation of different smart technology in 

healthcare network. The networking concept and internet technology provide a flexibility to 

interface the sensing module to the cloud (Connected devices “IoT. The different network 

protocols can be used by researchers to communicate sensor data to the cloud platform for 



 

 

 

 

displaying patient data. This will support the patient by providing timely treatment and also 

lead to early detection of many diseases. During the wide spread of corona virus, the proposed 

system with smart technologies helps the society in great manner by providing technology 

support to the healthcare providers to solve human health related problems. From the detailed 

description of different technology given in this paper, it was concluded that the presented 

wireless communication technology with the integration of biosensors, medical robotics, 

virtual reality, artificial intelligence, big data and cloud computing technology can be suitable 

alternative to develop an innovative measurement system for many e-healthcare applications.  
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